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Abstract

With time goes, some Lego players are no longer satisfied with playing Lego official set. I saw a
comment on internet about why Lego is so popular all over the world, it said, “I personally think that
Lego, building in accordance with the instructions in the first basic gameplay, and ultimately it is
necessary to reconstruct and design your own model with these basic parts. This is the ultimate charm
of Lego toys.”1 If you played Lego long enough, you would want to jump out the instruction and
challenge something different than you built before. Most of Lego players have this feeling, so, they
prefer to use Lego to create whatever they want. These shapes may be some objects in reality, or they
may look like fantasy. I have to admit that the MOC (My Own Creation) play gives many people the
opportunity to realize their dreams, and also, it attracts others to build them.

There are lots of Lego players who love to play MOC, but they all have a common problem which is
the preparatory work before build a MOC is important and time-consuming work. Few players know
how to speed up this process.

In this paper, a supportive app is designed for Lego players to improve their playing experience of
MOC. The app could help players to reduce the time spent on preparatory work by using AI sorting
technology, so they can quickly get into the building process which they enjoy the most. And the app is
a platform to share and discover ideas about how objects in reality, or in fantasy can be built in Lego.

Lulinimages. “乐高玩家的家是什么样子” zhihu.com. August 4,2019.
https://www.zhihu.com/question/363414992
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Introduction

Nowadays, Lego becomes the biggest toy company in the world. And Lego company continues to
expand its business, they created a variety of branches over time and collaborated with popular IPs
such as Star War, Marvel, and so on to attract different ages users. All the above I mentioned, are
called the Lego official set. Which means, they were designed and packed well to sell by Lego.

However, MOC not like the Lego official set, it can be an object in reality, or in fantasy. MOC is
designed by Lego players, and build with Lego bricks. Normally, players would display their MOC
online with pictures, if viewers were interested, they would pay for an instruction. However, building
instruction can be useful only when you get the preparatory work done. The preparatory work includes
parts check, shop the missing parts, and parts classification.

Parts check, one of the most important process, also the biggest problem. It is a process to compare the
parts list on building instruction with players/ parts storage to make sure they can build. Because MOC
players would regularly buy a certain amount of parts to make sure they are ready when they want to
build. Accumulate over a long period, they stack lots of parts. So, parts check is important but timeconsuming work. About shop the missing parts, if you found out you are missing some parts in parts
check, you would shop them online or in stores. However, some parts might be hard to find for many
reasons. About parts classification, it helps players to build in accordance with the instructions. A

MOC set may have hundreds or thousands of parts. It is difficult for players to classify them on their
own.

Right now, AI sorting technology is popular around in the world. Take recycling industry for instance,
the current phase of AI development—especially the deep learning aspects—will enable the recycling
industry to tackle currently unresolved challenges2. The future of smart recycling is looking brighter.
Spider-like robotic arms, guided by cameras and artificial intelligence (AI) — think of it as facialrecognition technology for garbage — are helping to make municipal recycling facilities (MRFs) run
more efficiently.3 Yet, AI optical sorting technology wildly used and well development in cycling
industry, many sectors today are harnessing the power of robots to perform tedious work that would take
humans much longer to finish.4.

Now we know, AI sorting technology is based on AI arithmetic through the optical cameras to work.
So, I think there is a chance to transplant AI sorting technology from computers to our iPhones or other
smart mobile devices to sort Lego bricks and record them into a digital version. There is no doubt, a
digital list of bricks gives players more comprehensive and intuitional information on visuals than a
well or box of bricks. What is more, a digital list of bricks could be interactive with other digital
information or data on smart devices.

Felix Flemming and Dirk Balthasar. “An introduction to AI in sorting technologies” recyclingtoday.com,
January 3, 2019. https://www.recyclingtoday.com/article/an-introduction-to-ai-in-recycling-sorting-technologies/.
3
Mary Catherine Oconnor.” Dumpster Diving Robots: Using AI For Smart Recycling” ge.com. July 11,2017.
https://www.ge.com/news/reports/dumpster-diving-robots-using-ai-smart-recycling.
4
Richard van Hooijdonk.” The holy grail of recycling: AI-powered robots” prescouter.com. December 2018.
https://www.prescouter.com/2018/12/the-holy-grail-of-recycling-ai-powered-robots/
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According to those pain points mentioned above, a supportive App that could be launched on an iPhone
device. In this paper, we will discuss how to design an App that could help players to reduce the time
spent on preparatory work by creating a brick digital library with the help of AI sorting technology.

Context

Nowadays, smart devices are available for almost everyone, and it is featured with new technology
every year. What is more, the camera also develops with smart mobile phones, the camera phone was a
harbinger of the mobile phone’s epidemic future, leading eventually to smartphones with remarkable
Swiss-Army-knife-like mutations5. So, it is possible for us to create an app designed for Lego players
to create a digital library by using a camera on mobile phones with the help of AI sorting technology.
We require players to take photos of the bricks they have. After, importing photos to the app that could
sort out how many bricks they have based on AI sorting arithmetic. Once the digital library is created,
the app would automatically compare the parts list on instruction with the digital library and show the
MOC that players can build right now. If players shorted some parts on a set picked, the app would
directly show which parts they need to buy. Digital library almost cuts the time spent on the parts check
process and helps players to quickly get into the building process.

Junko Yoshida. “How Camera Phones Changed the World” eetimes.com. November 7,2019.
https://www.eetimes.com/how-camera-phones-changed-the-world/.
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Methods

Interview
There is a questionnaire for MOC players to generally understand their current requirements and
problems they meet. The questionnaire is like what is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Questionnaire
The ten participators were between 15 and 32 years old.

According to the result, 9 people (90%) think parts check and the parts classification are important
process that players cannot make mistakes because if either one of those stages had a problem, it
would affect the building process. All people (100%) think a smooth preparatory work is a good start.

8 people (80%) think when they do the parts check, they are even more focused than they are in the
building process. Under this situation, they may make mistakes because of nervousness and spend
more time on It to prevent mistakes happen. 5 people (50%) have the situation of some missing parts
are hard to buy because they were produced decades ago.

About the parts classification, a few players have experience, but others do not. Without the
experience, players have no clue to start the work before a pile of bricks.

Based on feedback of interview, the major problem is to solve the parts check issue, and secondary
problems is shopping the missing parts and parts classification.

Journey map
According to the interview, I did a journey map (Figure 2) to understand how players go through to
accomplish a goal.

Figure 2 Journey Map

Apparently, compared with the building process stage, users are frustrated and spend too much time at
the preparatory work stage. So, target the design on the pain points is the key to improve players’
building experience.

Persona
MOC players are mostly teenagers or adults. They had experience with playing Lego. Normally they
would spend 8 hours per week and 120$ per month on playing Lego. Frequently view the MOC sharing
website and buying Lego parts in stores or online are their habits. Build the things they loved is their
motivation. With a creative mindset, they enjoy the process of break the rules, fail and try again. Their
pain points are parts check process, shopping the missing parts and parts classification issue. Making
preparatory work easy and quick is their core need.

According to the persona, the app should provide supports which could reduce time spent
on preparatory work. With the supports, players quickly get into the building process which they enjoy.
The app also should be a platform to share and discover ideas about how a thing in this world can be
built in Lego.

Research
I did some research to find out why the players have the current problems or what cause this situation.
And what is potential solution, or any technology can be used to solve their problems.

Here is some information I found about Lego bricks. Six 2×4 Lego bricks can be combined in more
than 915 million ways. And there are 6800 different kinds of brick right now.6 And there is 3,700 - the
7

number of different types of Lego bricks. Above all, it explains that MOC players would like to stack
a large number of bricks and regularly buy in more new bricks, because they want to make sure they
are ready to build when they want to.

The home of MOC Player8

The home of MOC Player9

As pictures show, holding a large number of parts inevitably causes MOC players are hard to keep
track of how many bricks they have because they are so many and different from each other. It is
almost impossible to count them in the mind or even in handwriting. That is why the parts check costs
time so much.

“60 fun LEGO Facts Every LEGO Fan Needs to Know” mamainthenow.com. https://mamainthenow.com/funlego-facts/
7
“Lego admits it made too many bricks” bbc.com. March 6,2018. https://www.bbc.com/news/business-43298897.
8
Lumisd. “How the home of Lego MOC player looks like”, jpg format, August 2018.
https://www.zhihu.com/question/363414992
9
Lumingming, ”乐高玩家的家是什么样子” jpg format, August 2017. https://www.pingwest.com/a/199965.
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To change this situation, they need a tool or an app that can record all bricks in a digital version, like a
digital library. First, a digital library is clearer on visuals than a wall or boxes of bricks. Second, digital
library could be interactive with other digital information or data.

I found a case that Australian software engineer Daniel West designed “THE WORLD’S FIRST
Universal LEGO Sorting Machine”10, a Lego sorter with the help of computer vision algorithms, any
Lego parts can be sorted out. It only took 3 steps to do the work. First, put all bricks into the chute on
the top of the machine, then place the bricks on the vibrating belt. After shaking, the bricks are
scattered into individual bricks. Then, the Raspberry Pi computer contains a camera. When the building
blocks pass by, it will take a series of photos, and then send these photos to the CNN model ResNet-50
for classification. Finally, After the classification results are fed back to the equipment, different small
gates on the conveyor belt will guide the blocks to their respective boxes.
In the video, a laptop connected with sorting machines and cameras. Cameras are responsible for taking
photos of each bricks. And the laptop is responsible for providing computing power to analyze the
pictures took by cameras based on arithmetic, then send orders to sorting machine to do the work.

According to the case study, AI sorting technology has been already practiced on the computer and
worked well. In my view, it is possible to transplant the technology from a computer to a mobile
device, such as an iPhone. We require players to take photos of bricks by phone camera and import
photos into the app for analyzing, based on programmed algorithms. The growing computing power in
a smartphone is making it possible to shift the camera phone’s focus from image capturing to vision

Daniel West. ” THE WORLD’S FIRST Universal LEGO Sorting Machine” youtube.com. December 4,2019.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=04JkdHEX3Yk
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processing.11 With machine learning, the algorithms would look for patterns in data and make better
decisions in the future based on the examples that we provide12. This means, it is reliable, the more
photos we imported, the more accurate result we got. AI sorting technology used on iPhone sounds has
a promising future.

Once the AI sorting recoded all brick in digital and created a digital library in the app, the app would
automatically compare the parts listed on instruction with the digital library. The app could
immediately show the MOC in two categories, the one is that players can build right now, the other one
is that players miss some parts. If players shorted some parts on a set picked, the app would directly
show which parts they need to buy. Digital library almost cuts the time spent on the parts check process
and helps players to quickly get into the building process.

Sometimes, a few parts are hard to buy because of the productive year. After all, the Lego company has
been producing plastic bricks for over a half-century.

In 1949, the forerunner of the Lego bricks we know today, is launched under the “Automatic Binding
Bricks”13 That is the first time Lego start to produce ABS plastic bricks. When the time comes to in
1958, the Lego bricks is patented with a new coupling principle, the one we know today, opening up to
endless building possibility.14 Owning to the LEGO system of play, all modern Lego bricks we know

Junko Yoshida. “How Camera Phones Changed the World” eetimes.com. November 7,2019.
https://www.eetimes.com/how-camera-phones-changed-the-world/.
12
“What is Machine Learning? A Definition” expert.ai. Originally published March 2017, updated May 2020.
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“The LEGO Group History” lego.com. https://www.lego.com/en-us/aboutus/lego-group/the-lego-group-history
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“The LEGO Group History” lego.com. https://www.lego.com/en-us/aboutus/lego-group/the-lego-grouphistory

today by introducing tubes on the underside which made the bricks more stable and allowed for more
combination. From that time, Lego followed the stander and coupling principle to design new bricks
and produce tons of bricks every year.

Based on the information I gathered, since 1958, Lego started to produce modern brick we know today
in a split of those bricks have different color, size, textures, or paint stuck on the surface. But those
bricks are followed the coupling principle. And they use the same structure with studs, tubes, and bars.
This means, when players meet some parts that are hard to find, we could provide them alternative
parts that have the same structure and size to replace the original one listed on the instruction, just like
the following picture (Figure 3). Once the app detected the missing parts are produced decades ago, it
would recommend the player to pick alternative parts. In this way, players save lots of time to search
for the parts.

Figure 3 Examples of Alternative Part

Speak about parts classification of the Lego official set, players mostly like it. Lego official sets use
goal setting theory to motivate players to achieve the final outcomes, because they know goal setting
is essentially linked to task performance. 15 Firstly, the official sets classify the whole parts into
several bags, just like separate goals to the final goal. The average number of parts is from a hundred
to three hundred. When players build, they just need to finish the work of each bag by numbers on
instruction. Finally, players would get the whole picture. In this process, each bag is an achievable
goal and gives a rewarding feeling to players after they finished. I think this is a reason why people
enjoy playing Lego.

According to the study on parts classification of the Lego official sets, I have the solution about the
parts classification of MOC. The app would let players set their goals. The app would give basic
information, such as the estimated time to build and how many parts in total number. Considering
information provided by the app, players make decisions about how many parts in one group. After all,
players have a different experience of playing Lego. For senior players, they could set the number
higher for challenging. For beginners, they could set a comfortable number. After the number is settled,
the app would scan the instruction to calculate the parts in each group. Players just need to get those
groups ready, and then they are good to start building.

User Flow

15

Prachi Juneja. “Goal Setting Theory of Motivation” managementstudyguide.com.

https://www.managementstudyguide.com/goal-setting-theory-motivation.htm

Based on the research and considerations mentioned above, I can make a user flow chart as you can see
in the picture (Figure 4) below. When the players open the app, a pop-ups window would show up and
recommend them to create a digital library. After the player clicked yea, the app would jump to the
camera page and instruct players what to do. The instruction requires players to place bricks evenly
when they take photos. Then, import the photos to the app and wait for processing. Once the digital
library created, the homepage displays MOC in two categories, sets can build now, and sets can build
later (miss some parts). The player can pick what they want to build by clicking the image. When they
are on the information page, they could buy the instruction. If they shorted some parts, they could click
the button to buy the missing parts. When players get parts ready, they can go to the build page and
select the instruction they want to build. Parts classification will be finished on the instruction page.
After players click the parts classification button, they would see a chart. They could slide the bar on
the chart to decide how many parts are classified as one group. Then, the app would display the parts
were classified by how many groups. And players can click every group to see detailed information and
prepare parts as listed. Right now, preparatory work is done. And players are ready to start play.

Figure 4 User Flow

Wireframes
Based on the user flow, I draw several sketches of the wireframes design, just like the following
photographs show (Figure 5, Figure 6, and Figure 7).

Figure 5 Sketches

Figure 6 Sketches

Figure 7 Sketches

The UI patterns of the final design are based on gallery pattern and combine with the mage menu and
tab menu. According to research, when we choose the favorite sets, the most important factor is
whether the appearance of the product can motivate them to play. So, my interface design is based on a
gallery pattern, with pictures as the visual center. In this way, you can grab the user's attention for the
first time and save them time to filter information. The whole interaction could be divided into three
scenarios (Figure 8, Figure 9, and Figure 10).

Figure 8 Create a Digital Library

Figure 9 Pick a Set and Shop Missing Parts

Figure 10 Make a Parts Classification

Graphics
This is designed for LEGO players. They like geometric edges, or attractive colors, just like the
following picture (Figure 11). But my visual strategy is using HD images of sets to attract users’
attention. To avoid distraction, I cannot use many colors or a large amount of color on the user
interface.

Meanwhile, considering the readability and the devices used in the design, the SF UI Display and SF
UI Text (Figure 12) are being used in the design.

Figure 11 Color Palette

Figure 12 SF UI Display / Text Typeface

Results

Based on what has been discussed above, I have the final design (Figure 13). When the players open up
the app, they are required to create the digital library. And they are told the benefits of creating a digital
library. When they tap yes, the app would jump to the camera page, the instruction tells the players
there are 2 steps to create the digital library. First, take photos of bricks you have and place bricks
evenly while you photo them. Second, import the photos you took. After processing, the digital library
was created. Now, players could see two categories of MOC displayed on the homepage. The one
category is called build now, which means the MOC is ready to build. The other category is called
build later, this means the MOC that short some part based on players’ digital library. If players picked
a set in the build later category, they would directly see the part they missed on the set information
page. The player can tap “buy parts” to shop the missing parts online. The app provides alternative
parts optional when it detected some the missing parts that are hard to find. Players can switch the rare
part in the alternative parts list for saving time to search for the rare parts. If players picked a set in the
build now category, they could buy the instruction and go to the build page. On the build page, players
can see the instruction they bought and the MOC they liked. By tapping the image that they want to
build, players get to the parts classification stage. Tap the “parts classification” button, players make
decisions about how many parts in one group based on basic information given by the app, such as the
estimated time to build and how many parts in total number. After the number is settled, the app would
scan the instruction to calculate the parts in each group. Players just need to get those groups ready, and
then they are good to start playing.

Figure 13 Final Design

All the information and the final design can be found on the webpage:
https://yz7593.wixsite.com/website

Evaluation

6 volunteers whose ages are between 21- 27 years old participated in the usability testing of this
application. The wireframe of the application was printed out for them to finish the testing, after
introducing the application, volunteers were required to finish some tasks and answer several questions.

All volunteers had fully understood the workflow of the application from picking a set at the beginning
to start building at the end. All volunteers like the AI sorting technology used in the app because it
solved their major problem.

Speak about the future development of the app, volunteers hope there is a kind of physic machine that
could help them to manage or sort out the parts they want by connecting with their smartphones.
Obviously, the AI makes less mistake than human.

Conclusions

An app with AI sorting technology for Lego players to improve their playing experience of MOC is
designed in this paper. According to the evaluation, all volunteers had fully understood the workflow of
three major seniors, create a digital library, pick a set and shop the missing part, and parts
classification. All volunteers like the AI sorting technology used in the app, because it solved their
major problem.

In conclusion, I successfully solved the problem that Lego players spend too much time on preparatory
work when they want to build a MOC. The overall design of the app is succeeded, it could quickly help
players to the building process which they enjoy the most.

Especially the solution of the parts check problem, by using AI sorting technology through the camera
on the mobile device, it helps players to create a digital library which transfers the players' bricks into
the data. And it could be interactive with other digital information. Also, the digital library is clearer on
visuals than a wall or boxes of bricks. Plus, it can be updated by taking or importing new photos of
brick. The digital library almost cuts the time spent on the parts check process and helps players to
quickly get into the building process. Players also not feel frustrated at preparatory work. With the help
of the digital library, players have the motivation to build more in the future.

To sum up, this design will be continuing refined. With the development of technology, hope this
design could better help Lego player to have a wonderful playing experience.
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